LIFE STREAMS
All of you are incredible souls who are on
the path to mastery and oneness. You
voluntarily came here to shift the energy
of the planet and yourself as part of
your collective contract.
You have taken innumerable births in the
earth plane working to balance and
release the dense energies and to heal
the separation consciousness by releasing
many of the erroneous belief system you
have of yourself.
Your birth is planned by you. Every
aspect of your life is chosen by you your gender, your race and culture, your
parents, your name, your challenges and
the solutions - every aspect of yourself.
You choose this in conjunction with
Higher Self and with the Higher Self of
all the people with whom you have
contracts. This aspect of choosing is
called Sacred Contracts. This is a
contract you have made with yourself for
your growth. To fulfill the contracts, you
have requested the assistance of the
astrological planets and hence they have a
great influence in your life.
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You also requested the assistance of
numerological frequencies along with some
of the nature kingdoms.
You also chose to deliberately forget
about your sacred contract. Hence all
the experiences of your life are an
attempt to remember and reclaim that
forgotten part of you.

You have also placed markers in your life
journey as a guidepost which can support
you to remember who you are.
One of the supporting energies which can
help you in the process of remembrance
is the SEA WAVES.
Sea waves are encoded with certain
frequencies called Omega Point. This is a
frequency which helps one to join and
align with your Soul, your planetary
self/galactic self and your Spirit Self.

Sea waves also contain certain colour
frequencies and these colors feed your
soul self. There are also benevolent life
forms you call Bacteria in the sea waves
which are designed to reduce the
densities in the skin.
The life you experience on a daily basis is
dependent on the awareness you hold
underneath your skin.
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The higher the dense energies you carry,
it will be the strongest energy
underneath your skin.
Sea waves also carry the energy and
intent for the evolution of humanity and
for Earth, which is the energy of
Ascension.
EXERCISE
Connect with the sea waves. The Sea is a
living Spirit. Join with it in your quiet
time. Simply bringing awareness to the
sea and its waves is enough to start the
process of remembering your true selves.
Certain sounds and hand gestures also can
support you in this process.
Sounds to connect with the sea waves is
IRRAA SHAA HEMM
Hand Gesture - touch the area of your
belly button with your opened left palm.
Index finger and thumb of your right
hand is opened, while all other fingers are
closed. Be in this position for ten
minutes. Continue this exercise for forty
days. You would have made a deep
connection to the sea waves and the
living spirit of the ocean.
The nature kingdom is your best ally in
re-discovering and re-membering with
yourself.
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